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Who We Are
Australian Jewish Funders is the network inspiring
effective philanthropy and strengthening
community through innovation, collaboration and
leadership.

Our Vision
AJF's vision is to inspire and enable vibrant,
meaningful, and sustainable Jewish life in Australia and
beyond, by encouraging philanthropic excellence and
community investment.

Our Mission
AJF's mission is to lead and collaborate with Jewish
funders, at the individual and collective levels, to
improve the quality of their giving, encourage Jewish
innovation and maximise impact.
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CEO Message

“If you want to go fast, go alone; if you want
to go far, go together”
This African proverb, repeated at a recent LaunchPad Leadership session,
exemplifies our attitude at AJF. Collaboration is at the heart of our operation and
that’s why we are so excited to share our 2021 Impact Report. It showcases our
growing reach and influence with key actions we employed to fulfil our mission.
As world challenges persist and intensify, the need to show up both individually
and as a network of thoughtful, strategic philanthropists in a profound way is
essential. Jewish values are a beacon to guide our giving: humility, respect, and
responsibility. We aim to be broad in our thinking, gracious with our intentions,
have an open heart and mind, meet people where they are at, and most
importantly add joy, relevance and meaning to the lives of those we aim to
support and the causes about which we care.
We expanded our work by facilitating numerous stimulating giving circles and
family giving workshops, harnessing the transformative power of collaborative
philanthropy. We welcomed a new strategic partner with Catchafire which has
changed the landscape for over 100 community organisations. We invested in
innovative projects and collaborations. We deepened our connections locally
and abroad. Finally, we nurtured and cultivated current and emerging community
leaders through the second cohort of LaunchPad Leadership offering
development and growth opportunities.
Sincere appreciation goes to our generous, committed, and wise Board of
Directors led by Simone Szalmuk-Singer together with Belinda Bardas for the first
half of the year and Justin Greenstein for the second. They each gave an
enormous amount of time and unwavering guidance to AJF. The Board
collectively brings initiative, ambition, and passion, and are the foundation of the
organisation upon whose vision continues to affect change and drive impact.
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It is a privilege for AJF to participate in the Observership Program each year and
we acknowledge the 2021 board observers Assaf Ambar (Melbourne) and Emily
Nathan (Sydney) for imparting their experience, skill and wisdom.
Our incredible team at AJF are loyal, devoted and infused with endless
enthusiasm. It is with much gratitude I thank Jodi Weinberg, Natalie Herscu,
Rebecca Adler, Tessa Zajac, Lisa Pillemer and Romy Flinkier. Their determination,
creativity and diligence have enabled the continuation of Jewish connection,
community engagement and philanthropy.
We are equally fortunate to have the unwavering pro bono support from the
highly respected Peter Hersh, Director Logicca, Partners Joey Borensztajn AM
and Jeremy Leibler and their teams at Arnold Bloch Leibler, including Jessica
Wills, Natalie Ryan and Rob Manson, Director of Business Advisory and Andrew
Johnson, Director of Audit & Assurance at Moore Australia.
Strategic and powerful partnerships are critical to supporting our vision. JFN (USA
and Israel) and the Charles and Lynn Schusterman Family Philanthropies continue
to empower our organisation through their incredible generosity and expertise.
We also acknowledge the valuable and dynamic partnership with JCA (NSW) and
Shalom (NSW) whose partnership benefits all Australian Jewry. Deep appreciation
also to our long-standing association with Philanthropy Australia, Australian
Environmental Grantmakers Network and Australians Investing in Women. These
relationships amplify our impact and we are blessed with their ongoing friendship
and support.
The power of community is the common thread that unites us all. One day, a
future generation will ask us: What did we do during the COVID-19 pandemic? I
hope after reading this report, we can all respond with pride, that we went aboveand-beyond to help one another by investing in strategic giving that strengthened
community. We proved we are truly one very special network, defined by
generosity, collaboration, innovation and leadership.

Tracie Olcha
CEO - Australian Jewish Funders
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Strategic Philanthropy
Be a sustainable, reputable centre for philanthropic
excellence by enhancing the membership experience

Working closely with our members to support their
philanthropic aspirations
Scaling local and global philanthropic experiences and
partnerships
Inspiring and facilitating intergenerational giving
opportunities
Intentional networking
Promoting and stimulating the giving of 4Ts -Time,
Talent, Treasure, talent and ties

AJF ACTIVITIES

08

FAMILY GIVING WORKSHOPS

11

GIVING CIRCLES

12

AJF SPOTLIGHT ON
PHILANTHROPY

15

JCA & UIA PHILANTHROPY
FELLOWSHIP

16
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AJF Activities
300

Attendees

13

Local and International
Speakers

10

Sessions

Millenial
Philanthropy, Impact
Investing and Social
Innovation

An Opportunity to
Meet Australia's
New Ambassador to
Israel

Effective
Partnerships that
Lead to Increased
Impact

Rachel Gerrol, Founder
and CEO Nexus inspired
conversation about ways
to unite next-gen
philanthropists to bring
about the most
promising global
solutions of our
generation

Ambassador Paul
Griffiths joined AJF
members to share his
aspirations for this new
role and highlighted the
shared values and
synergies between
Australia and Israel

David Cygielman and
Faith Leener
showcased the newly
formed BASE
MOVEMENT, a
collaboration between
Moishe House and Hillel
International’s
Rabbinical network that
aims to offer more
spiritual content and
counselling on campus
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Why are we Building
the Future the Old
Way?

Engaging Jewish
Youth in Giving

Community
Challenges: Moving
Beyond Cliched
Shabbos Table
Wisdom

Lauren Bradford,
Founder of the Radical
Flexibility Fund joined
our network for a
conversation exploring
what contributes to a
new era of locally-led
social change

Wayne Green, Executive
Director Honeycomb
delivered a workshop
that took participants on
a journey to discover,
learn and develop new
ideas and experiences
to engage youth in giving

Dr Adina Bankier-Karp
provided an alternative
analysis of the Gen17
Jewish Community
Survey presenting
previously un-examined
socio-demographic
challenges, enabling
strategic conversations
about opportunities for
greater philanthropic
impact

Rethinking the Future
of Jewish Schools

Eating Disorders, a
Complex Mental
Health Issue

A Critical Moment
for Climate

Alan Schwartz AM,
shared findings from the
discussion paper that
explores ways to ensure
that no Jewish child who
wants to attend a day
school is denied a
superb and affordable
Jewish education

Christine Morgan, CEO
of the National Mental
Health Commission and
National Suicide
Prevention and Adviser
to Prime Minister, Scott
Morrison provided
insight into the current
landscape of mental
health care in Australia

Leonard Vary, CEO of
The Myer Foundation
and Sidney Myer Fund,
and Sue McKinnon,
Director of McKinnon
Family Foundation,
shared learnings
developed over years of
climate change grantmaking and advocacy
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Event Spotlight
Re-thinking the Future of our Schools
Making high-quality Jewish education accessible to more
Jewish children in Victoria
Education is at the heart of Jewish life in Australia. A high standard of Jewish
schools ensure communal strength and that each child flourishes with a
sense of belonging to the community, a strong Jewish identity and
education and Hebrew literacy. However between the combination of
demographic, cultural and financial forces it is threatening the future of our
schools.
Alan Schwartz AM, Convener Victorian Jewish Schools Project and AJF
member together with the working group produced an in-depth report on
the issues facing our schools and presented potential options on how we
"preserve our schools' educational richness, diversity and depth" (A
Schwartz, Re-thinking the future of our schools, 2021).
AJF acknowledges the commitment of the working group including AJF
Board Director - Nathan Cher. AJF member Nechama Bendet was
instrumental in undertaking the research, analysis and preparation of the
paper in supporting the working group
AJF looks forward to continuing supporting the working group with all its
activities and sharing their aspirations and achievements with our network.
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Family Giving Workshops
For many AJF members, philanthropy presents a unique opportunity to
include family, however you may define it, and create a lasting legacy. AJF
had the privilege to work closely with many members over the past 12
months.
In these family workshops we foster the giving of Time, Talent, Treasure
and Ties the 4Ts, meeting each individual family member wherever they
are along their philanthropic journey. It's inspiring to see the different ways
family members across the generations express their giving, as there is no
single way to be a philanthropist.
The team at AJF utilises our collective experience and knowledge in grant
making, philanthropic tools & trends, community needs and interactive
facilitation modalities to help families by:
Aligning individual, family, and intergenerational values
Helping develop goals and create a philanthropic charter
Supporting meaningful family dialogue, including how to engage the
next generation of giving
Exploring philanthropy as a tool to help solve problems in their local
community, wider Australian society, Israel and the world
Developing tools to track and measure impact

Please reach out to Lisa Pillemer - Director of Philanthropy &
Engagement, giving@ajf.org.au to explore how your family can
participate in family giving workshops.

2021 AJF Impact Report
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Giving Circles
AJF Giving Circles are a simple and powerful way to bring people together.
They provide anyone, at any giving level, in any place, giving to any cause,
with a way to share and leverage the group's 4Ts of giving, Time, Talent,
Treasure, and Ties, as well as skills and creativity.
Giving Circles are an enriching tool to support AJF's efforts in engaging
emerging philanthropists of all ages and stages. As the landscape of
philanthropy continues to evolve, collective giving will play an increasingly
transformational role in the sector.

Giving Circle Spotlight: Kindness Giving Circle

In 2021, AJF supported the establishment of the Kindness Giving Circle,
led by Kira Brandt and Jessica Sepel. Collectively the group raised
$10,000 to support women and families who have been victims of
domestic violence. These incredible women are stepping into various lay
leadership roles in the Jewish community and beyond.

12

4 Organisations

supported through the giving
Circle Members
of 4T's

12

$10,000
Donated

"Being a member of the Kindness Giving Circle has
allowed me to connect with like-minded individuals.
I've been able to learn about my own values and as
well share a normally private experience with a
wonderful group of women. By joining forces we are
able to connect on a deeper level and create a bigger
impact, whilst working together towards Tikkun Olam.
Our Circle is founded on values of Chessed and
Loving Kindness, and we hope this translates through
all that we do."

Kira Brandt
Social Worker, Jewish Care NSW
Chair, WIZO Chai

2021 AJF Impact Report
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Circle Snapshots

Scan the QR code to read more out giving cirlces
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AJF Spotlight on
Philanthropy
To showcase the expansive and inspirational philanthropic activities of our
network we launched AJF Spotlight on Philanthropy to share lessons
learned, successes, challenges and aspirations. We hope this powerful
new initiative deepens, stimulates and elevates your philanthropic
endeavours.
Scan the QR code below to watch AJF Director, Jeremy Dunkel and his
daughter Becky, as well as many other insightful stories.

Scan the QR code to
watch their video

2021 AJF Impact Report
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JCA & UIA
Philanthropy Fellowship
Delivered by Australian Jewish Funders
The 2021 JCA & UIA Philanthropy Fellowship designed and delivered by the
AJF saw a dedicated group of emerging philanthropists come together
across 8 sessions to develop their philanthropic aspirations and
commitment to leadership in the NSW Jewish community.
Participants explored trends, skills and tools to develop impactful and
effective giving, culminating in a giving circle investing in JCA and UIA's
mission and projects. Highlights of the program included sessions with
Andrew Boyarsky, President, UIA NSW, Anthony Eisen, Co-Founder,
AfterPay, Joey Borensztajn AM, Partner, Arnold Bloch Leibler, Tabitha
Lovett, CEO, Besen Family Foundation, Amanda Goodman, Head of Capital
Raising and Investor Relations, Impact Investment Group and many more.
Speed Schmoozing with a Philanthropist introduced Fellows to an inspiring
group of AJF members. So much gratitude to Carole Pillemer, Arianne
Fuchs, Lauren Placks, Michael Pollak, Jonathan Gavshon and Taryn
Boyarsky for sharing their personal stories, philanthropic endeavours and
aspirations. Fellows gained an incredible insight into the many sectors
Jewish community philanthropists are involved in.
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“The JCA & UIA Philanthropy Fellowship has been an
incredible opportunity to grow my understanding of
the philanthropic space, how it specifically applies to
the Jewish community, and how to maximise the
impact of my personal philanthropic journey and that
of my family and friends”

Dr Joshua Swift
Senior Project Officer UNSW Sydney, Deputy, Jewish
Board of Deputies, Treasurer of Newtown Shul

2021 AJF Impact Report
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Strengthening Community
Build a strong future for the local and global Jewish
community by inspiring strategic philanthropy and
leadership development

Addressing critical challenges facing Jewish leadership and
culture
Opportunities to develop and advance lay and professional
leaders
Investing and building a talent pipeline of lay and
professional leaders
Increasing collaboration in the Jewish for-purpose sector
Developing strategy for showcasing and supporting Jewish
innovation

DAVE GRANTS

20

LAUNCHPAD LEADERSHIP

21

LAUNCHPAD LEADERSHIP
ALUMNI NETWORK

28

LAUNCHPAD HUB

31

CATCHAFIRE

32
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Dave Grants
Dave Grants are annual grants provided to two or more LaunchPad
participants to develop new ideas and discover what is possible through
collaboration across organisations, borders and sectors for a more
dynamic and engaged Jewish Australia.
We were thrilled to award Taryn Boyarksy, Founder of JCA The Choice
Foundation (Sydney) and Olivia Sandler, General Manager of Participants,
Flying Fox (Melbourne) with a grant to grow their shared mission of
inclusion and innovation in the disability sector cross cities, between
Sydney and Melbourne.
"While on LaunchPad it was clear our missions were aligned and there was
potential to unite our programs. The Dave Grant received provided funding
for members of JCA The Choice Foundation to fly to Melbourne and see
Flying Fox's programming in action as well as having the ability for our
organisations to brainstorm and workshop ideas for collaboration."
Taryn Boyarsky, LaunchPad Leadership 2020
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LaunchPad Leadership
After a very successful inaugural LaunchPad Leadership in 2020, it was a
privilege for AJF to facilitate a second cohort with a further 32 leaders. This
inspiring virtual program promotes and builds a culture of leadership
development, to ensure a vibrant and thriving Jewish community.
LaunchPad Leadership's mission is to empower lay and professional
leaders of Jewish for-purpose organisations, with the necessary skills and
resources to lead with impact during uncertain times. The blending of
Jewish values with technical skills and leadership theory is paramount to
nurturing and developing empowered and enabled leaders.
Our participants come from across Australia and showcase the diversity of
the Australian Jewish for-purpose sector, through gender, age, experience,
religious beliefs, as well as an opportunity for lay and professional leaders
to learn and grow together.
LaunchPad Leadership is guided by the following six program pillars:

Personal Leadership
Growth

Jewish
Wisdom

Skill
Development

Collaboration Dave
Grants

A Leadership
Cohort

Executive Leadership
Coaching
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LaunchPad Leadership
2021 in Numbers

32 Participants
1

1

10 Lay Leaders

22 Professional
Leaders

13

10

16
92% Attendance for sessions

24
Office Hours Mentors
offering a total

40
Office Hours Meetings

4 Masterclasses
22

6
Program
Pillars

Lead Team
Members

4
Dave Grants
Available

10
Expert Facilitators

The Data
Participants submitted evaluations before and after LaunchPad
Leadership. Data below is a combination of two categories extremely large extent and large extent.

To what extent do you feel that . . .
You are equipped with the skills and tools to lead your organisation through
change?

Before

59.2%

After

85.9%

You have access to cross-communal and inter-organisational partnerships
and opportunities?

Before

62.5%

After

89.1%

The Jewish community fosters a culture of leadership development?

Before

After

63.7%

85.2%

You are aware of your personal leadership developmental areas?

Before

65.3%

After

89.1%

You have a network of like-minded leaders in the Australian Jewish
community?
After
Before

58.9%

92.2%
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Office Hours Mentors
Office Hours is a framework that directly connects participants with a
variety of communal leaders for mentorship, consultation and guidance.
Each mentor has experience and superpowers in specific interest areas,
giving participants the opportunity to customise their mentorship
experience and to connect with mentors who can best help their
leadership journey.
Introucing our 24 office hours mentors for LaunchPad Leadership 2021:

Superpowers:
Social Media, Impact Investing, Growth and Innovation, Family Philanthropy,
Facilitation, Collaboration Partnerships, Stakeholder Management, Grant
Applications, Communications, Mentoring, Jewish Wisdom, Fundraising and
Strategy, Giving Circles, Startups, Design Thinking, Inclusion, Governance,
Women in Leadership, Community Building and Leadership.
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LaunchPad Leadership is powered by

We would like to express our gratitude to the following incredible
members of the AJF network for enabling LaunchPad Leadership 2021,
with the giving of their time, talent, treasure and ties.
Together we share a vision of investing in the best and brightest people
and organisations in our community to strengthen Jewish life in Australia.

Belinda Bardas and the Loti & Victor Smorgon Family Foundation
Cher Family Foundation
Debbie Dadon AM
Erdi Foundation
Graf Family
Justine Saidman
Kerry Gonski
Marnie & Gary Perlstein Family Foundation
Phil and Sue Lewis Family
Szalmuk-Singer Family
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"LaunchPad Leadership was an amazing
journey into how to become a more
effective Jewish leader. The program
assisted and inspired me to see communal
leadership through a traditional and
contemporary Jewish lense. It expanded
my network which has already proved
priceless."

Adam Joel
Director and Secretary
Jewish Care Victoria

"LaunchPad Leadership was truly a lifechanging program. It provided a beautiful
opportunity to learn and connect with other
Jewish leaders, as well as providing
amazing educational opportunities to
deepen and enrich my leadership capacity
and skillset. I feel much more confident as
a leader."

Libby Burke
Public Affairs Chair
Queensland Jewish Board of Deputies

“I have definitely been walking with an
additional spring in my step thanks to the
Office Hours meetings. I feel energised,
vulnerable, supported, validated,
empowered, grateful and my head is
spinning a little with ideas, thoughts and
opportunities!”

Sharon Malecki
Chief Executive Officer
Access Inc

Session Highlight
Design Thinking Masterclass
For this 5-hour session, LaunchPad
Leaders invite a fellow gamechanger from their organisation to
join them learning about this very
interactive and stimulating humancentred problem-solving tool.
The masterclass was expertly facilitated by the creative Opher Yom-Tov,
Chief Design Officer, ANZ Banking Group and Rachel Flitman, Manager Experience Design, Nous Group. So much gratitude to them both for
planning and delivering such a powerful and dynamic session inspiring our
community.
Opher and Rachel took the participants and their guests on a journey to
understand the processes, mindsets and various steps involved in
applying design thinking to our organisational challenges. The design
challenge explored on the day: Sustaining volunteers in our organisations

6th

June 2021

Image above - our participants hard at work on the Mural board (digital platform for collaboration)

2021 AJF Impact Report
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LaunchPad Leadership
Alumni Network
23
FEB

Tips & Tricks for a Stressful Life Jessica Chasen

2
MAR

Transformation Mapping Cindy Joffe

19
OCT

The Art of Powerful Questions Heather Watson

9 - 30
NOV

11
NOV

Simple Branding & Marketing Tips Leah Boulton

18
NOV

The Transformative Climate Decade Joel Lazar

25
NOV

Givers Get so Who Wants to Give More Esther Althaus

1
DEC

Maximise Performance Through Leadership Deborah Baron

7
DEC
28

3-Part Design Thinking Rachel Flitman

Courageous Conversations LaunchPad Team

LaunchPad Leadership Alumni Network

LaunchPad Networking
Prior to the end of the year, we had the opportunity to connect in-person
with our LaunchPad network in both Sydney and Melbourne. After what has
been an unprecedented two years on zoom, it was incredible to be
together once again, to connect think, create and lead with passionate
and inspiring community members made up of AJF members, LaunchPad
Retreat alumni, LaunchPad Hub co-workers, LaunchPad Leadership alumni
and Catchafire volunteers.

Tuesday 23rd November - Sydney

Monday 13th December - Melbourne
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LaunchPad Hub
We take great pride in providing an environment that allows forpurpose and for-profit organisations to connect and grow. The Hub
is a welcoming space that deepens interpersonal relationships and
encourages opportunities for collaboration between Hub members.

Perks and Benefits

Scan the QR code to read more about co-working and
nominate someone who you think would be great to
work at the Hub!

2021 AJF Impact Report
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Partnership with

Where Talent Meets Purpose
Catchafire is a network of volunteers, for-purpose organisations and
funders working together to solve urgent problems and lift up
communities.
The social sector solves critical problems in our communities and
they can't do it alone. Catchafire provides organisations access to
unlimited projects and calls to support their work, re-imagining what
is possible utilising a network of skilled professional volunteers
from around the world.
In May 2021 AJF launched an exclusive partnership with Catchafire,
gifting access to this revolutionary capacity building platform to 100
Jewish for-purpose organisations across Australia.
With thanks to our incredible network AJF were able to DREAM BIG
and use our pillars of collaboration, innovation and leadership to
launch this transformational opportunity supporting organisations
beyond traditional grant-making as Catchafire's first international
partner.
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Thanks to...
AJF aims to strengthen the Jewish community at both the individual
and collective levels, driving impact and innovation in the sector. Our
ultimate goal is to help members focus their philanthropic interests
into real impact.
So much appreciation to the incredible donor collective that came
together with AJF to enable this exciting and significant initiative.

Collaborative
Giving

This strategic project demonstrates the power
of what can be achieved when we:
Pool resources
Engage in thoughtful conversations
Deliver strategic philanthropy at scale with
the opportunity for exponential growth
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Catachafire Webinar
Finding Resilience Through Community
Strengthening your organisation's capacity building and professional
development opportunities with Catchafire
In today’s global connected world, the notion of 'community' has expanded
and broadened. We can easily connect with family on another continent,
partners and allies on the other side of the world, and skills based
volunteers to support for-purpose organisations virtually.
Over 80 participants joined this session to find out about how Catchafire is
empowering for-purpose organisations to realise their mission and reimagine how they can achieve their goals. Cesar De Valle, Senior Director
of Partnerships and Engagement at Catchafire led a conversation with
Deborah Baron, Executive Coach and Catchafire volunteer about the
benefits and opportunities of having an executive coach support individuals
leading communal organisations.
This engaging session also included a small role-playing exercise with
Deborah and Jo Star, Executive Assistant Maccabi Victoria who had
recently completed a coaching project together on Catchafire.
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Impact Metrics
May - December 2021
In just seven months critical pro-bono support has elevated the
Jewish communal landscape across Australia.

67

367

Organisations
successfully accessed
volunteer support

Unique matches between
organisations and
volunteers

7,202

$2,009,777

Volunteer hours given to
support organisations

Invested in our Jewish forpurpose organisations
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Match Success Story
Organisation

Setting up a Catchafire project is always an adventure. The project
templates provide a highly relevant framework and it’s always exciting to
reach out to potential volunteers to see who I might meet and what we
might possibly create.
Through working with high calibre professionals from across the world, I
have met wonderful and diverse people to whom I would never otherwise
have been introduced. My organisation has benefitted immeasurably, and I
have been challenged to learn and grow professionally. I am often moved
by the depth of commitment and the extent of expertise that Catchafire
volunteers offer.
Gal Spira and I connected via Catchafire almost a year ago to work on a
social media marketing project. Since then, we have worked consistently
on a wide range of activities including CRM assessment, strategic goal
setting and project management. Gal is committed to our mission and
vision, understands the issues, relates to the cultural nuances, and applies
his extensive professional expertise to all our activities.
He is now a friend, mentor and someone who is genuinely invested in the
success of our work. Gal is a true partner in growing our organisation,
meeting with stakeholders, ensuring that all details are accounted for and
that there is structure and cohesion to all our activities.
I am very grateful to AJF and the donors for this valuable and meaningful
gift.
Miriam Pacanowski
Project Director, Australian Friends of Shaare Zedek
36

Match Success Story
Volunteer
I was very excited to learn about Catchafire allowing me to utilise my skills
for the greater good. I was lucky to have my first match with Miriam from
Australian Friends of Shaare Zedek (AFSZ). From the first meeting, we had a
great connection and I was able to readily manage their social media
campaign, helping them with their annual fundraiser. Since then, I have been
involved in many projects with Miriam and the AFSZ, from strategic
overview and project management to CRM capabilities and data sets.
This opportunity allowed me to gain new skills and enhance existing ones,
as well as engage with the not-for-profit industry providing a deeper
understanding of the local (Melbourne) communal landscape. I had the
privilege of meeting other volunteers that share the same values as me to
give of my time and talents. In the case of Miriam I also gained a new
friend!
Gal Spira
Systems Manager, ANZ and Superstar Catchafire Volunteer

Miriam Pacanowski, Project Director,
Australian Friends of Shaare Zedek
Rebecca Adler, Community and
Innovation Manager, Australian Jewish
Funders
Gal Spira, Systems Manager, ANZ
and Catchafire Volunteer
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MEMBERS

39

LEADERSHIP

40

COMMITTEES

41

BOARD DIRECTORS

42

BOARD OBSERVERS

47

PROFESSIONAL TEAM

48
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Members
AJF Members come from across Australia, representing every stage of the
philanthropic cycle, sharing a commitment of investing in social and
environmental causes they are passionate about.
AJF is uniquely positioned to facilitate robust and stimulating conversations
about giving to a wide array of voices and experiences. We encourage new
ideas, collaborations, and innovations among and between our
stakeholders of philanthropists, communal leaders, change-makers and
volunteers.
Each membership enables and empowers AJF to dream big and act boldly.
We sincerely thank all our members for their ongoing commitment and
dedication to help realise our mission.

Our Enabling, Leading, Strategic and Sustaining supporters
demonstrate a strong belief in the vision of Australian Jewish Funders,
not only to realising our mission but deepen and broaden our impact

Enabling
Erdi Foundation
Belinda Bardas and Loti & Victor
Smorgon Family Foundation
Besen Family Foundation
Spotlight Foundation
Leading
Cher Family Foundation
Debbie Dadon AM
Graf Family
HG Foundation
Orah Fund
S&C Roth Family Foundation
Szalmuk-Singer Family
Phil & Sue Lewis and Family
Pratt Foundation

Strategic
Gandel Foundation
Jack & Robert Smorgon
Families Foundation
Marnie & Gary Perlstein
Sustaining
David Bardas Family
David & Adira Werdiger and
Family
Jeremy & Roxanne Dunkel and
Family
Justine Saidmain
Supporters and Sponsors
Anka Management
Barana Group
JCA
2021 AJF Impact Report 39

Leadership
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Justin Greenstein, Co-Chair (November 2019)
Simone Szalmuk-Singer, Co-Chair (November 2016)
Lesley Ber, Treasurer, (May 2021)
Nathan Cher, (October 2013)
Debbie Dadon AM, (April 2007)
Jeremy Dunkel, (March 2011)
Eli Nossbaum, (January 2017)
Lauren Placks, (May 2021)
Brad Smorgon, (November 2017)

AJF LIFE PATRONS
Debbie Dadon AM, (November 2017)
Sam Lipski AO, (October 2018)
Danny Almagor OAM, (November 2019)
David Werdiger, (November 2019)
Ian Allen AM, (June 2021)

PROFESSIONAL TEAM
Tracie Olcha, Chief Executive Officer
Rebecca Adler, Community and Innovation Manager
Romy Flinkier, Programs and Communications Manager
Natalie Herscu, Director of Social Impact, LaunchPad
Lisa Pillemer, Director of Philanthropy and Engagement
Jodi Weinberg, Finance and Operations Officer
Tessa Zajac, Director of NextGen Philanthropy
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Committees
AUDIT AND RISK COMMITTEE
David Werdiger, Chair (until May 2021)
Lesley Ber, Chair (from May 2021)
Jeremy Dunkel
Jodi Weinberg
Justin Greenstein
Peter Hersh
Simone Szalmuk-Singer
Tracie Olcha

COMMUNICATIONS COMMITTEE
Brad Smorgon, Chair
Rebecca Adler
Jessica Stimson
Natalie Herscu
Romy Flinkier
Tracie Olcha

RESOURCES AND DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE
Debbie Dadon AM, Chair
Belinda Bardas
Phil Lewis
Tracie Olcha
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Board of Directors
JUSTIN GREENSTEIN, CO-CHAIR
Justin works in Financial Services, with a deep focus on
risk management in the Digital and innovation space.
More recently, Justin has co-founded a RegTech
(Regulatory Technology) start-up which provides
organisations with a digital tool to measure and monitor
risk culture. Justin is very passionate about Jewish life
and Jewish tradition and is excited about the
opportunity to contribute to the future generation of
Jews in Australia through the AJF. Justin lives in
Melbourne and is married with two children (a three
year old daughter and a one year old son). Justin loves travelling and being exposed to
different cultures around the world. Justin joined AJF in 2019 as a Board Observer and is
now a Director.

SIMONE SZALMUK-SINGER, CO-CHAIR
Simone joined the AJF Board in 2016. Simone discovered
the AJF when she attended LaunchPad 2015 as a
participant. Surrounded by diverse Jewish changemakers,
Simone was immediately inspired by AJF’s innovative lens
on community and strategic approach to philanthropy.
Simone is motivated by a strong sense of service to
Jewish community and holds a number of leadership
positions. She is Co-Vice President of Jewish Care
Victoria and a Director of the Erdi Foundation.
She is Co-Founder and Co-Editor of Jewish Women of Words, an online publication for
Jewish women writers. Simone was formerly President of JNF Victoria and Australian
National Vice President. For many years, Simone worked as a lawyer specialising in
employment law.
As she is passionate about developing Jewish communal leadership, Simone is a mentor
in several leadership programs and is a Senior Fellow in the Charles and Lynn
Schusterman Family Philanthropies Fellowship program. Simone has completed
leadership training programs in areas such as adaptive design and women’s leadership
and has attended the Harvard Business School where she studied Governance for
Nonprofit Excellence and Performance Measurement for Effective Nonprofit
Organisations.
Simone draws constant inspiration to lead, innovate and collaborate from the late Justice
Ruth Bader Ginsburg who famously wrote, “Fight for things that you care about but do it
in a way that will lead others to join you.”
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BELINDA BARDAS
Belinda is Head of Philanthropy and Trustee at Victor
Smorgon Charitable Fund (VSCF). The VCSF provides
strategic investment to a range of, for purpose
organizations, in the Australian Jewish Community,
broader Australian society and Israel. Supporting a broad
range of areas, including education, the arts, institutional
development, and medical research.
She is Non-Executive Director at Victor Smorgon Group, a family office that ha a strong
focus on retail, property, agri-business, equities and philanthropy. As a mentor in
residence at at LaunchPad Retreats since 2015, Belinda has built deep and long-lasting
relationships with committed Jewish communal leaders, change-makers, and activists.
Beyond this Belinda worked as a Fashion Retail Professional, at an iconic Australian
brand, specializing in women’s fashion. Honing her business acumen, in business
development, entrepreneurial vision, brand strategy, marketing and communication skills,
the ability to recognize future trends, and the capacity to make decisions under pressure.

LESLEY BER
Lesley was born in South Africa. She attended a Jewish
school and after school qualified as a Chartered
Accountant, obtained a Diploma in International Tax, a
Diploma in Governance of Not for profits as well as an
MBA. Lesley has 15 years banking experience ranging
from general banking internal auditing to specialist
treasury bank auditing. She is an experienced structured
financier and has implemented domestic and cross
border lending structures.
Lesley has worked in South Africa, the UK and Australia in various other roles as well as
having been a tax examiner for the South African Institute of Bankers. She has also
lectured Accounting at a university level. Lesley immigrated to Australia in 2010 with her
two young children. With her youngest child having started school, Lesley decided it was
time to “give something back” and she began to devote her time and skills to the not for
profit sector in her community. Specifically, the Jewish sector as Judaism has always
been an important, guiding aspect in her life. Having been raised in South Africa and being
exposed, firsthand, to the suffering of the disenfranchised, among them women and
children, Lesley is passionate about human rights and women’s issues along with the
advancement of girls and women in our society. She is the Treasurer and Chair of the
Finance Committee of the National Council of Jewish Women of Australia (Victoria) Inc
and a Board member of Emunah Australia.
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NATHAN CHER
Nathan is a director of the Australian Jewish Funders.
Nathan is the Victorian Chairperson of the ORAH Fund
Allocation Committee. He has served on boards of
community organisations and working groups, and
together with his wife Camit, supports a wide range of
charities and causes. He is a Tech Entrepreneur &
Investor who has been a founder and director of a
number of companies (listed and unlisted) in the areas
of Technology, FinTech and Property.
He is a Fellow of the Australian Institute of Company Directors. He has a number of
prominent investments in such as MONETA CAPITAL, OURCROWD & TIPRANKS.

DEBBIE DADON AM
As Chief Executive Officer and Trustee of the Besen
Family Foundation for 20 years before moving into her
current role as Chair of the Besen Family Foundation,
Debbie has developed an acute and insightful awareness
of the issues and needs of local communities. Debbie’s
philanthropic contribution has covered a broad spectrum
of issues but her leadership has been particularly evident
in the areas of intergenerational philanthropy and
disability.
A significant part of Debbie’s mentorship role in the Besen Family Foundation has been
the sensitive task of guiding and nurturing the involvement of the third generation of the
Besen family in philanthropy. Debbie’s commitment and contribution to the community is
evidenced through her involvement in many organisations. The Australian Jewish Funders
(AJF) is an organisation specifically aimed at inspiring effective philanthropy and
strengthening community. A Founding Member of the AJF, Debbie held the position of
Chair for 10 years.
Tikkun Olam Makers (TOM) is a global movement of communities connecting makers,
designers, developers and engineers with people with disabilities to develop
technological solutions for everyday challenges. Debbie first witnessed TOM in action in
Tel Aviv in 2015 and then brought TOM to Melbourne for the first time in 2016.
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JEREMY DUNKEL
Jeremy is a Director of Taurus Capital, a family office
consultancy specialising in philanthropy, and a NonExecutive Director of Pengana Capital Group, an ASXlisted funds management company. His accounting and
finance experience includes working for Chemical Bank,
Chase Manhattan, and Price Waterhouse. e is a Director
of Education Heritage Foundation, the Treasurer of the
Moriah College Foundation and is a member of the
Steering Committee of Mosaic United.
Jeremy also chairs Y2i, an organisation that grants $5000 vouchers to Year 10 students
from NSW / ACT / QLD with at least one Jewish parent, to make participation in approved
Israel-based educational programs affordable.

ELI NOSSBAUM
Eli is a Vice President in the Credit Suisse Private
Banking Division in Melbourne where he works closely
with high-net-worth individuals, families and not-for-profit
organisations advising on investments across multiple
asset classes both in Australia and globally. Prior to
Credit Suisse, Eli spent 4 years as a Relationship
Manager with Deutsche Bank Private Wealth
Management.
Eli holds a Master of Business Administration and a Master of Applied Finance from
Monash University where he was awarded the Top Student Award for Corporate Finance.
Eli is a member of Philanthropy Australia’s New Generation of Giving and is also a
member of the Investment Committee of Jewish Care Victoria which includes
responsibility for managing the organisation’s endowment and residential bond
portfolios.
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LAUREN PLACKS
Lauren is an experienced and passionately dedicated
charity and not-for profit community leader. For more
than a decade, she has held leadership roles and
maintained active involvement in various charities such
as the JCA, Australian Jewish Fertility Network (AJFN)
and the UIA. I have also been a Board Member on the
Moriah College Foundation for the past 5 years and
recently joined the board for Australian Jewish Funders
(AJF).
After completing a Bachelor of Senior Education (Physical and Health Education) with
Honours and running a successful personal training business, Lauren began raising her
young family. Her time is now largely spent on her various roles and responsibilities
within each organisation, with a focus on events, strategic planning and engagement
and helping to encourage her fellow cohort to begin their own philanthropic journey, for
example through her role as the chair of ‘Jumpstart Juniors’ for JCAs young family
program. Lauren and her husband have also been a part of a giving circle for the past 4
years and have thoroughly enjoyed the experience of this unique way of giving.

BRAD SMORGON
Brad is an experienced entrepreneur, strategist,
portfolio manager, and innovator from Melbourne,
Australia. He is passionate about supporting forpurpose organisations and social enterprises by
building networks and applying corporate skills and
knowledge. He holds degrees in Commerce and Law
from the University of Melbourne and lives in Melbourne
with his wife Rachel and three children, Oscar, Leo and
Lily.
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ASSAF AMBAR
Assaf joins AJF as a Board Observer for 2021. Assaf is a
management consultant and works as a Principal at
Boston Consulting Group. He has experience in the
Technology,
Media
and
Digital
Media
and
Telecommunications industries and supports large
companies with their growth and innovation efforts.
Assaf has held various positions, mostly in media and technology companies such as
Google. Assaf holds a B.A. in Business Administration, Marketing and Information
Technologies, is a marathon runner, enjoys good food and wine and is passionate about
technology innovations that help improve our lives. Assaf lives with his partner and two
kids in Melbourne.

EMILY NATHAN
Emily is a Board Observer for the AJF Board for 2021,
part of the Observership Program. Emily is a diversity
and inclusion practitioner with extensive experience in
creating and implementing people, culture and
engagement strategies. Emily has been at Bloomberg
based in London for the last six years working across
Europe, Middle East and Africa as well as leading
initiatives across Asia Pacific and North America.
Emily is committed to challenging organisations to think differently, ensuring the right
programs are in place to inspire innovative and inclusive workplaces. Emily holds a
Bachelor of Arts and a Masters of Human Resources and Industrial Relations from the
University of Sydney. She is an avid sports woman and has a passion for the theatre.
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TRACIE OLCHA, CEO
Tracie works closely with the AJF network, philanthropic
foundations and a multitude of organisations throughout
Australia, the US, Israel and Asia to promote strategic,
effective philanthropy and support their journey towards
impactful giving across the generations. She is all about
empowering community members to create meaningful
and relevant Jewish experiences for themselves and their
peers and is the visionary behind LaunchPad – A platform
for Jewish community innovation, LaunchPad inspires
grassroots community engagement and leadership, enabling change-makers to connect,
think, create and lead. Before joining the AJF in 2011, Tracie worked with a variety of
Jewish organisations and was responsible for a myriad of projects including fundraising,
marketing, major events and conferences. With a background in education, Tracie taught
and held a number of leadership roles at Mount Scopus Memorial College and was
education consultant for News Limited and the AFL. Tracie sits on the International
Council at Moishe House and is a Scholar with Our Common Destiny, a ground-breaking
new initiative to strengthen global Jewry by linking Jewish communities all over the world
to a shared set of ethics and values across religious and cultural identities. Tracie cofounded Mamilla, a six-month program that aims to unlock and activate the power of
Jewish entrepreneurs and connects them with the start-up eco-system in Israel.

REBECCA
Manager

ADLER,

Community

&

Innovation

Rebecca is supportive, enthusiastic and extremely
community focused. She loves to have fun, explore new
opportunities and is empowered to encourage those
around her to take a leap of faith and step forth with
courage, the motto from Bialik College, where she
attended school from kindergarten through to year 12.
Rebecca first joined the Australian Jewish Funders team
as the LaunchPad Retreat Coordinator.
Through this role, her understanding of the Jewish community has broadened, as has
her network of highly motivated and inspiring individuals. Rebecca has also been
involved in the disability sector for many years and brings a wealth of knowledge,
understanding and a commitment for a more inclusive society to the LaunchPad
network. In her spare time, Rebecca loves exploring new walks around Victoria,
believing walking isn’t only a lockdown trend. She also loves a soy latte, experiencing
new restaurants and is always on the hunt for the best dumplings in town.
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ROMY FLINKIER, Projects and Communications
Manager
Eager to explore culture, design, sustainability and the
community, Romy is driven to be involved and make a
positive impact on both the Jewish Community and wider
society. Originally studying and working in Architecture,
Romy is working out how to combine design with social
impact, giving, community and culture. Romy joined the
AJF team to both develop the teen program and take part
in the programs and communications of the organisation.
Being part of the AJF and LaunchPad team, Romy continues to gain skills in networking,
philanthropy and social action. Known for her passion for food, flavours and coffee, Romy
brings another element to the philanthropic and innovative team dynamic.

NATALIE HERSCU, Director of Social Impact,
LaunchPad
Digital marketing expert turned social entrepreneur,
Natalie is passionate about curating spaces and
experiences that supports her community to truly thrive.
Natalie attended the LaunchPad Retreat in 2015 and
comes with a wealth of knowledge about start-ups,
marketing and the digital landscape.
Having recently returned from working in Tel Aviv’s tech hub, where she learnt all about
start-ups, innovation, and where to eat the best hummus, Natalie has now taken on the
position of LaunchPad’s Innovation Manager.
Her role involves facilitating LaunchPad’s new Hub, building relationships and driving
engagement. She brings laughter, banter and good vibes, encouraging those around her
to not take life too seriously. She is a strong believer in personal wellbeing, professional
development and spontaneity, and with her positive outlook she is pumped to work with
each LaunchPadder to create a tailored, wholesome space.
Outside of work, Natalie enjoys road tripping around Australia in her RV, has a phobia of
cheese, and is a strong believer in the Mighty Demons winning this year’s Premiership.
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LISA PILLEMER,
Engagement

Director

of

Philanthropy

&

As a Sydney native with a passion for community
organising, Lisa’s background is richly diverse in
outreach
and
community
engagement.
Having
experienced the familial effects of mental illness firsthand, Lisa was drawn to the field of psychology and
education and went on to receive both her
undergraduate and graduate degrees from the
University of Sydney.
Her early career included roles at a youth crisis centre in Israel and at the William Rose
School. In 2013, Lisa moved to New York City where she worked as a high school
educator at the Abraham Joshua Heschel School. She is currently an MBA student
specialising in Social Impact at the AGSM School of Business at the University of New
South Wales. Lisa has participated in the 2013 inaugural Observership Program,
LaunchPad 2019 and was a 2020 Philanthropy Fellowship Fellow. In her current position
as the Director of Philanthropy & Engagement at the Australian Jewish Funders, Lisa
works with individuals, for-purpose organisations, corporates and the educational sector
to enhance meaningful and strategic giving experiences. She resides in Sydney with her
spouse and their two vivacious daughters.

JODI WEINBERG, Finance and Operations Director
Jodi joins the AJF team with over 10 years’ experience in
corporate finance, 6 years’ experience in leadership
roles in not-for-profits and 2 years’ of running her own
business. Jodi completed her Chartered Accountancy
qualification at Ernst and Young in South Africa.
She is passionate about helping others and created a program to support those who
were unsuccessful in the qualifying examinations. Jodi moved to Melbourne in 2011 and
continued her work in assurance at Moore Stephens (formerly Nexia). Jodi was asked to
join the Young AICC committee in 2012 where she headed and implemented the first
Young AICC mentoring program. She ran the program for a further 4 years and positively
impacted over 250 senior executives, young professionals and university students. She
was also involved in organising, facilitating and interviewing high calibre speakers at
YAICC events and was a participant of the YAICC leadership program. Jodi also served
on the AUJS finance committee in 2018. Jodi’s experience in corporate finance together
with her involvement in community have brought her to this role and she is excited to use
her skills and contribute to society.
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TESSA ZAJAC, Director of Next Gen Philanthropy
Tessa joins the AJF team with a background in
international relations, community development and
program management. Tessa is passionate about growing
innovative programs centred around next generation
engagement in philanthropy. With Bachelor degrees in
Arts (Global) and Science, majoring in International
relations and Environmental Chemistry, and a Graduate
Diploma in Psychology, Tessa brings a multidisciplinary
approach to elevate social impact and unravel complex
problems.
Tessa previously held international roles at the Wiener Library for the Study of the
Holocaust & Genocide in London, and at Centropa Budapest—a Jewish historical institute
dedicated to preserving 20th century history in eastern Europe. She is excited to apply
her multidisciplinary training and cross-cultural experience to a role that encourages
effective philanthropy and positive social change.
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For more information or
enquiries contact:
Tracie Olcha
Chief Executive Officer
Australian Jewish Funders
PO Box 4053
Richmond 3121
Telephone: 0414 980 857
Email: tracie@ajf.org.au
ajf.org.au
AJF is environmentally conscious.
This report has been printed on 100%
recycled paper.

